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University invites families to experience college life
BRYCF KNHJDSON
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STAFF W R I T E R

A

s the clouds rolled in to
cover the weekend sky,
the families of USD stu

dents poured onto the campus.
On Friday, Oct. 21, USD Family
Weekend kicked off as parents at
tended classes with their students.
Four-hundred
seventy-four
students and their families re
served spots to participate in
the weekend. Over the course
of the weekend over 1,800
people attended the events.
The weekend was filled with
seminars that helped the par
ents and students become more
familiar with many USD ori
ented services and programs.
"The purpose of Family Week
end is to give families a time to
come to campus, to not only
visit their students but really
share in the USD experience,"
Sarah Wolf, Assistant Direc
tor of Parent Relations, said.
Friday was host to seminars
that touched on the topics of ca
reers during and after college,
campus life, and the transition to
college life, a seminar intended
for freshman. On Saturday, semi
nars were held on studying abroad
and financial aid. The majority
of people attending these events
were freshmen and their families.
The list of seminars on Saturday
was short due to the tailgate party
and football game against Drake.
Over 650 people attended the
tailgate party where hotdogs, ham
burgers, fixings and dessert was
served. There was also a raffle for
a number of prizes donated by the
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weekend's hi;n
two momr
major sponsors,

the Container Store and Bartell
Hotels, a USD hotel partner. Raf
fle prizes included two $600 resi
dence hall room make-over kits
from the Container Store and two
night stays at The Dana. The tail
gate was immediately followed by
the football game against Drake.
In addition to seminars and
the football game, a number of
mini classes were a held on Fri
day and Saturday. Each year the
mini-classes have different topics
and are taught by different profes
sors. These classes are intended
to provide events for those fam
ily members who do not wish to
attend the seminars, which are
relatively similar each year. The
classes also familiarized family
members with the learning envi
ronment at USD and lecture style
of a number of USD professors.
The mini-class with the high
est attendance was the "Supreme
Court in Conference," taught by
Dr. Del Dickson. Other classes
included Stage Combat and a dis
cussion by Dr. Judith Liu about
her book about two women—an
American student and a Chi
nese teacher—in a missionary
school in China during the 1930s.
In order to further provide a
taste of the USD student expe
rience, AS and Campus Recre
ation both held special events.
AS sponsored discounted tick
ets to the musical "Mamma
Mia" to help incorporate fine
arts into the weekend and pro
vide an additional fun-filled eve
ning with an alternative to the
men's soccer game on Friday.
Also on Friday, Campus Recre
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ation held its 2x2 golf tournament
at Tecolote Canyon Golf Course.
In this 2x2 tournament, family
members were urged to compete
along side their student for prizes
while getting a feel of what Cam
pus Recreation provides. The
tournament not only featured 18
holes of golf, but also a longest
drive and closest to the pin con
test. The tournament champions
were Mero Marme and his father.
Sunday was the day of rest
for family weekend. The only
event was the Liturgy. This event
consisted of a Mass at which all
faiths were welcome and the an
nouncement of Parent of the Year
See Parents, Page 2

President Mary Lyons poses with students who won the grand prize,
including KristieSigone, at the Family WeekendTailgate on Saturday.
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Lutherson Louis (left) gets ready to display his fight skills for par
ents in the Stage Combat demonstration on Satruday monring.

Civil rights matriarch, Rosa Parks, dies at age 92
BROOKE MCSPADDEN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

W

hen Rosa Parks re
fused to give up her
seat on a Montgomery,

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Alabama bus in 1955 she didn't
intend to change the course of
history. But, by the time of her
death on Oct. 24 that action was
widely regarded as revolution
ary.
"In one single day, Rosa Parks
made the world face the cause of
equality, civil rights and justice,"
California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger told the Associ
ate Press.

According to published sources,
after refusing to give up her seat
to a white passenger, Parks was
arrested and fined $14. Her arrest
eventually triggered a then little
known Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. to organize a 381-day boycott
of the bus system.
"Rosa Parks was a woman of
great courage, grace and dignity.
Her refusal to be treated as a sec
ond class citizen on a Montgom
ery bus in 1955 struck a blow to
racial segregation and sparked a
movement that broke the back
of Jim Crow..." former President
Bill Clinton said to the Associ
ated Press.

The boycott eventually culmi
nated in the federal Civil Rights
Act, which was created in 1964.
After all of this attention, Parks
had trouble getting work in Ala
bama which eventually lead her
to move to Detroit and get a job
with the office of Democratic
U.S. Representative, John Conyers whom she worked with from
1965 until she retired in 1988.
After retiring, Parks decided to
devote more time to the Rosa and
Raymond Parks Institute for Self
Development, a Detroit organi
zation which seeks to develop
leadership among young people
especially in terms of fighting for

civil rights.
"I am leaving this legacy to all
of you...to bring peace, justice,
equality, love and a fulfilment of
what our lives should be. With
out vision, the people will perish,
and without courage and inspira
tion, dreams will die—the dreams
of freedom
and peace," Parks
said in 1988 at a celebration in
her honor.
Others will remember her for
such traits.
"No words can adequately de
scribe the courage of her actions,
the nobility of her character or
the impact she had on an entire
nation," Schwarzenegger said.
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11 a.m., Public Safe
1STER VILLAGE ty officers responded
Safety officers to a noise complaint
received a report of a f r o m a r e s i d e n t .
stolen silk tree from
one of the lobbies in CUYAMACA - Resident
Manchester Village. assistants cited four
students for Minors in
JENNY CRAIG PAVILION Possession of Alcohol.
- Public Safety officers
received a late report of
)P - While Puba missing laptop com
officers were
puter from the Wom
en's Basketball office. conducting routine foot
patrol, they observed
students that seemed to
CHESTER VILLAGE - be under the influence of
roximately illegal substances. The

three resident students
were cited for posses
sion of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.

to a noise disturbance
call. The residents
were advised to keep
the noise level down.

MAKER HALL - At approxi

ALCALA VISTA EAST LOT -

mately 12 a.m., Public
Safety officers respond
ed to a noise distur
bance call. The residents
were advised to keep
the noise level down.
VER|ITY TERRACE
ITMBNTS - At approx

imately 2 a.m., Public
Safety officers responded

Suit filed against FCC on wiretap
YASHODA SAMPATH
U-W1RE / U. TEXAS
An alliance of university
presidents, including Univer
sity of Texas President Larry
Faulkner, filed a lawsuit Mon
day challenging a federal ruling
that would force universities to
re-engineer their networks by
June 2007 to make wiretapping
easier.
The Federal Communica
tions Commission ruled that
universities must renovate
their broadband networks to
allow law enforcement officials
easier access for surveillance.
The American Council on Edu
cation said that the upgrades
are expensive and unnecessary
because a procedure already
exists to install wiretaps.
"Law enforcement has a
need to be able to stay current
with new technology, and that
applies to all communications
carriers," Paul Bresson, spokes
man for the U.S. Department of
Justice, said.
In early October, the FCC
granted a petition from the De
partment of Justice to expand
the Communications Assis
tance for Law Enforcement Act
(CALEA) to include Internet
communication such as e-mail,
instant messaging and voice
communications. CALEA was
passed in 1994 and required
phone companies to re-engi
neer phone lines to make the
conducting of court-ordered
wiretaps more efficient.
Implementing a broad reengineering of networks has
raised concerns about fund

ing and the disruption of ex
perimental networks run by
U. Texas researchers, Daniel
Updegrove, vice president for
information technology, said.
Bresson said the Depart
ment of Justice is reviewing
funding concerns and specific
requirements will be released
in two weeks. Updegrove said
that university officials won't
know the price tag until then,
but it could be very expensive,
particularly if the FCC insists
upon the 18-month deadline.
The cost depends partly on
how many surveillance points
the Justice Department would
require. Having a single point
to monitor traffic in and out
of the university would not be
too expensive, Updegrove said,
but complete coverage would
be costly because equipment
would have to be installed
at every wiring cabinet that
ethernet cables run through,
which would create security
concerns.
"If you create a set of points,
you hope that the only one who
could listen is law enforcement
members with valid creden
tials," Updegrove said. "But
what if the bad guys are listen
ing in too? We would certainly
want some clear indication that
these doors and windows aren't
being left [open] inadvertently
and aren't being abused."
Maintaining the re-engi
neered network presents an
other financial concern. Upde
grove said that even if federal
funding is provided for initial
installation, upkeep could
be very expensive for two

reasons: possible federally
mandated upgrades every two
to three years and tightened
security.
Law enforcement officials
must get a warrant from a fed
eral judge and then present it
to the college or university be
fore they can set up a wiretap.
The university's legal counsel
would then check liability is
sues and bring in people to in
stall the required technology.
"Under CALEA, what we
would have to do is basically
automate it, so basically you
could flip a switch to send the
information after getting the
warrant," Wendy Wigen, a pol
icy analyst for EDUCAUSE, a
nonprofit alliance for universi
ty provosts, said. She said that
there were probably fewer than
10 Internet-tapping requests
per year across the country.
EDUCAUSE is working
with the Justice Department to
find alternatives to the broad
overhaul, Wigen said.
"They do seem open to sug
gestions, so we're hoping that
we can find a halfway point,"
Wigen said.
EDUCAUSE's proposal
would have institutions hire
round-the-clock staff contacts
who would know the procedure
for a wiretap and would be able
to handle the legal and techni
cal aspects. Wigen added that
hiring new personnel would
be much less costly to univer
sities.
Neither the Justice Depart
ment nor the university com
mented on the lawsuit resulting
from wiretaping.

Resident assistants cit
ed three students with
Minor in Possession
of Alcohol citations.
MANCHESTER VILLAGE -

Public Safety respond
ed to a report of van
dalism. Upon arrival,
officers discovered that
a residence hall win
dow had been broken.

Parents
experience
the USD
campus
Cont. from Parents, Page 1
and the Award of Excel
lence recipient. Students and
their families provided their
service for the Mass. USD
alumni and 2004-2005 AS
President Erica Levano('05),
along with Senior Nicho
las Severson, prepared and
presented the gifts at Mass.
At the end of Mass, the
Parent of the Year Award
was announced. The award
is given to a parent who
is nominated by their stu
dent and chosen from the
nominations by a group of
volunteers from University
Relations. This year's Parent
of the Year was Nate Dick
son. Currently, Dickson's
daughter Natalie, senior,
attends USD and his older
daughter Kate is an under
graduate alumni of 2002 and
a graduate alumni of 2005.
The Award of Excellence
is awarded to a USD profes
sor, administrator or faculty
member who is nominated
by students and parents and
is "someone who goes above
and beyond the call of duty
in order to make a more
positive impact on students
and families," as stated by
Wolfe. This year's recipi
ent was Ken Chep, Direc
tor of Disability Serivices.
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AS wants to hear your voice!!!
If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas for
Associated Students please contact us.
We are here for YOU!

Dome by UC 161 or UC 225 or click on the Student Issues link on the
Unet, or for wore Information visit the UC Info Pesk.
To learn wore about AS go to
www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents.

TV

FIND THeiORilCO
WITHIN!

COMEDIC HYPNOTIST

ones
Date: Wed., November 2nd
Location: USD, Sa omon Hal
(located in Maher)

CALLING ALL
ARTISTS!

Submit your work at art
(poetry, photos, drawings, etc)
far the literary magazine Asylum,
l-mail your walks and any ather
questions te lcarlson@sandiega.edu
•r step by UC161.
Deadline Is Novemher ran

Jickets are free, so
dont miss out on
this opportunity
to see some of
our fellow
entseet hypnoti
zed rkht before your
euesNiwiflbeanght
that you will remember

r

Timothy Daniel
Tuesday Night Buzz @ Aromas
Presents Chris Pierce with Fairmona
A Free Event!!!
Novemeber 1st @ 7:30pm

Chris Pierce

Saturday November 5th
Part of "Saturday Night Li v
@ the Grille"
Shows starts @ 10:00pm
Come enjoy an evening of
live music and a great
ambiance.
FREE SHOW!!!
An event sponsored by:

Fairmona

Open Mic Night
@ Aromas on October 27th
Of-e-K
Ok-

iaK4,

lY*Jf\rCN a£-t«.

kigkt tkek+JC- O&K
y^Ut-4!

iears.net
Associated Students
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
*FACEBOOK
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
^COURSE AND TEACHER
*GUIDE
^TEXTBOOK EXCHANGE
^CLASSIFIEDS
* LOCAL YELLOW PAGES
*CHAT BOARD
http://sandiego.dogears.net
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Melissa Parrelli, Campus Focus Editor

Study abroad program proves worth while
MF.I.1SSA PARRFI I I
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR
So many people say they
would love to travel the world,
but how many people actually do
it? College is the time to explore
the earth, find individual passions
and, of course, have some fun.
Before you know it, gradu
ation rolls around, and most
graduates hit the ground running
and don't have time to really
stop until their head of thick hair
dwindles down to a wispy fewmarking the point of retirement.
Take the chance to travel
while you're still young enough
to climb the stairs of the Eiffel
Tower.
With International Education
Week just around the corner,
USD will open students' eyes to
STEPHANIE EPPIG
an array of opportinities that the USD senior Stephanie Eppig, 2nd from left, enjoys Rome with some of her friends in the study abroad
program this past summer. She spent the summer taking classes in Italy and traveling around the
study abroad program offers.
rest
of Europe after an enlightening experience in Madrid during the spring semester.
USD can grant that wish
of exposing you to the inter evaluation of course credit is of what USD has to offer.
law in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
national world at a young age. required and financial aid is
Students can study in countries available for one semester.
such as Argentina, Austria, Eng
In the exchange program,
land, Trance, Germany, Ireland, students "switch" academic
Italy, Japan, Mexico, Chile and institutions with a student from
Spain.
another country for one to two
Other countries include Cana semesters.
da, Australia, Costa Rica, Kenya
Non-affiliated programs allow
and the West Indies, where sci students the freedom to choose
ence programs are held.
any program abroad that may
There are four categories of not be affiliated or sponsored
study abroad programs at USD— with USD will not receive a USD
sponsored, affiliated, exchange letter grade for their courses,
In the past year she has trav
"I had never stepped foot out
and non-affiliated.
but in non-affiliated programs eled to over ten countries. Eppig
side of the U.S before last
Sponsored programs are usu can recieve units on a credit/ no studied abroad during the spring semester. I got the travel bug and
ally taught by USD faculty, do credit basis
2005 semester in Madrid, Spain, don't want to stop," Eppig said.
not require transfer of credit and
Senior Stephanie Eppig, a took summer classes through the
"Studying abroad is an incred
have financial aid loans avail business major with concentra Ahlers Center for International ible experience. It's different
able.
tions in international business Business in Rome, Italy, and is than going as a tourist because
Affiliated programs are man and marketing and minor in signed up to spend Intersession you have knowledgeable pro
aged by another institution, so Spanish, has taken full advantage studying international business fessors with you, helping you to

"...studying abroad has
changed my perspective on
life because [I] look at things
differently—more worldly,
with no judgments."

better understand and enjoy the
places on another level."
An art class she took was held
every week right inside the fa
mous Prado museum in Madrid.
"Instead of reading and look
ing at pictures in a text book, I
was staring at authentic Picasso
and Greco paintings," she said.
"I got way more out of my
classes abroad because I was
there experiencing what I was
learning at the same time."
The semester in Spain was
preceded by a seminar called Eurovision—a pre-semester retreat
for business majors that tours
companies across Europe.
The tour consisted of visits
to the Heineken factory in Am
sterdam, the European Central
Bank and Mercedes factory in
Germany, the Moet Chandon
Champaign cellars north of Paris,
the Nestle chocolate headquar
ters in Switzerland, and an airbus
factory in Toulouse, France.
When finally arriving in
Spain, classes began. "The pro
fessors really cared and took us
on numerous study tours so we
often got to go out and learn and
experience the culture hands on,"
she said.
Her religion class ventured
to Rome, and her biology class
spent time hiking, horseback
riding, and kayaking down the
longest river in Spain.
When class was not in session
both during the spring and sum
mer, Eppig traveled around to
every city in Europe they could.
She and fellow classmates jour
neyed to Dublin, London, Paris,
Prague, the Canary Islands, and
See Spain, page 5

.

..

Left: Eppig visits one of the many histori
cal landmarks spotting Europe's landscape,
the Pantheon in Rome.

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF STEPHANIE EPPIG

Middle: When not it in class during the spring semster, Eppig hit the
slopes in Nava Cerrada, Madrid.

Right: Squeezing in trips to famous cities
such as Paris was a must for Eppig and
other students in the study abroad program.
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After a semester in Spain, student is ready for more
Cont. from Abroad, Page 4
Tuscany -to name a few. Eppig is one of
the many students at USD who has take
advantage of the ever-growing study
abroad program.
Study abroad programs coordinator
Shelley Smith said. "In five years in my
position, the number of participants has
grown and never declined. Students have
gained interest and realize that the pro
gram can supplement their education."
Sometimes a different perspective on
life is needed in order to really learn
something, not only educational-wise,
but about yourself and to appreciate in
dividual lifestyles."
"I've learned so much about myself;
studying abroad has changed my per
spective on life because [I] look at things
differently- more worldly, with no judg
ments. I appreciate everything and all of
the opportunities I have been given much
more now," Eppig said.
South Africa summer program direc
tor Dr. Michael Williams said, "The pros
are the unique opportunity it presents for
learning about new cultures, the experi
ence to travel with other students and
professors, and a way for students to
enhance what they are learning through
books, articles, and lectures. The only con
is that most programs can only introduce
students to parts of the society and it takes
longer visits to really understand how the
society works."
Cultures can rub off on individuals
even after just one semester. Eppig said

the word "joder" slips out when she's
having a bad day and she often ends her
phone calls with "ciao bella." The strang
est occurrence since she turned 21 is that
alcohol makes her carry on full conversa
tions in Spanish.
There are still many students on cam
pus that have yet to dip their feet into
another cultural realm, but according to
Smith, "USD's new goal is to internation
alize campus, by both short term and long
term programs."
International Education Week will
take place November 14 - 18 at USD. A
committee plans activities to celebrate and
promote awareness of the many interna
tional educational opportunities offered to
USD students.
Events include an educational fair,
a luncheon and panel discussion, inter
national Mass, a Women's Peacemaker
Program, a film series, and 'Food from
Around the World' (sponsored by all USD
food services).
Travel can only make individuals be
come more aware of the unique cultures
around them as they grow and learn. San
Diego is a great place to soak up sun and
education, but students have at least four
years to enjoy it. Experience a change
from the everyday college life and study
in a different environment.
Traveling opens eyes, minds, and
hearts, and as college students it is the
prime time to search for who you are and
what you want to be.
For more information visit www.sandiego.edu/studyabroad.

The 'Diviners

by Jim Leonard Jr. Directed by George Ye
8 p.m., Od. 26,27,28,29, and 2 p.m., Oct. 29,30,2005
Shiiey Theatre, Camino Hall U.S.D.
Tickets available at the University Center Box Office at (619) 2602727
$8, students, seniors, USD faculty, staff, alumni; $10, general admis
sion
Tickets also available one hour before curtain at Shiiey Theatre
For information contact (619) 260-7934 or theatrearts@sandiego.
edu

PHOTOS COURTESY OF STEPHANIE EPPIG

Top: The Roman Collesium is one of the many historical landmarks that students
may have the chance to visit while studying overseas.
Bottom: Carrying her Torero spirit through Spain, Eppig and other classmates had
the chance to attend a live bullfight.
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Kenneth Creech, Opinion Editor

Hate is not a family value, but it sells a lot of music
KENNETH CREECH
OPINION EDITOR
Twin 12-year-old girls Lamb and
Lynx Gaede formed the new sing
ing group known as "Prussian Blue."
Which, according to an Oct. 20 ABC
News Report, is in reference to their
German heritage and bright blue eyes.
They have one album out, another al
bum is in the works and have produced
a music video that showcases their fresh
faces.
Given their hit song is called "Sacri
fice' it seems these prepubescent sing
ers were going to belt out tunes about
Christianity. Instead they sing messages
about White nationalism. One of the
songs, "Aryan Man Awake," uses racial
prejudice and fear as a motivator for
their audience.
"And black masked men with guns
come bashing down the doors," the girls
sing. "Where freedom exists for only
those with darker skin. Where lies and
propaganda will never let you win."
I confess that I am a music fanatic, and
I would say that I am addicted to music,
all types of music, but this is one type of
music I would never get behind or sup
port no matter how catchy the tune.
This and other similar groups send
out a message to young children and
adults that racism, racial segregation
and racial purity are the ways of the
future.
Acting as a "doorway" group if you
will, "Prussian Blue" gives young chil
dren an "Olsen twin" look with a Ku

ADENA JANSEN

The music industry has often used controversial issues to sell music, and conversely,
singers have frequently used music as a way to express their controversial ideas. New
music group, Prussian Blue uses music as a way to discuss their White nationalist
ideals.

Klux Klan message, which is a danger
ous combination. This may also help
expose listeners to a more angry and
violent group of bands such as "Blue
Eyed Devils" and "Angry Aryans."
One such singer, Shawn Sugg, argues
that his music is "just music. It's not
like you're handing out AK-47s." But
I would argue that although this music
may not be physically damaging to
young kids, it is emotionally and psy
chologically damaging to the kids that
do listen and others whom the music
may be about.
Athough the messages and ideas
conveyed in these songs are atrocious,
it would be wrong of me to say that
themes of violence, hate and bigotry are

limited to White nationalist groups.
Hip-hop artists such as Eminem, 50
Cent, Tupac and others have infused
their lyrics with violence and hate. The
song "Murder, Murder" by Eminem
featured the following lyrics:
"This b**** tried escapin' the jack,
grabbed her by the throat, it's murder
she wrote. You barely heard a word as
she choked. It wasn't nuttin' for her to
be smoked, but I slammed her on her
back 'til her vertebrae broke."
Though this line comes after he dis
cusses needing money to pay for food
for his daughter, his violent attitudes
towards women are common in his
lyrics and are often juxtaposed with his
struggle to provide for his daughter. The

violent scene depicted in these lines is
just one of many against women in this
often misogynistic arena of sound.
In many of these songs, it is not only
women who are at risk. Even in hiphop music there is a trend of violence
against Black, Hispanic or other racial
minority groups.
In the song, "Life's on the Line," 50
Cent says, "It's no coincidence, n*****
who f*** wit me get shot up I do a Cali
style drive by and tear ya block up." He
makes violence against racial minorities
trivial by making it seem that even those
inside this racial group are willing to
harm each other.
While not all hip-hop music or White
nationalist music for that matter, is dam
aging to society, the messages behind
much of it does not serve a positive
purpose. It helps to reinforce stereo
types about all people and trivializes
the violence, hate and bigotry that are
ever-present in American society.
I am not arguing that the rights to
free speech these artists are entitled to
ought to be limited. Rather, I am argu
ing that these messages are potentially
damaging to society and ought to be
watched closely for their possible nega
tive impact.
"Prussian Blue" was recently pulled
from the play list at a county fair in
Bakersfield because of negative public
response, but their message is still there.
Until we do something about it, these
and other similar groups will continue
to spread their negative messages in
anyway they can, even if it is "tween"
pop singers.
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Proposition 74 addresses California education
J ulia S zinai & B rian W hitley

U-WIRE/UC BERKELEY
When University of CaliforniaBerkeley alumna Jessica Quindel gradu
ated with a math degree, she was one
of few in her class to pursue a career in
education.
Now, after finishing a masters and
teaching credential program in 2002,
the second-year Berkeley High School
math instructor fears that this already
small number will shrink if prospective
teachers are discouraged by Proposition
74, one of eight initiatives on the Nov.
8 special statewide election.
"The reality is we do need more
teachers~we need more good teachers,"
she said.
Proposition 74 would lengthen
the trial period before tenure for new
teachers from two to five years. During
this period, teachers can be dismissed
by school boards at the end of each
year without the right to challenge the
decision. The measure would also sim
plify the process for dismissing tenured
teachers.
Supporters said the proposition would
help school districts avoid spending pre
cious funds on inadequate teachers.
"The focus is only granting tenure to
capable, qualified and proven teachers
who worked successfully for five years
before they get a job for as long as they
want," Sean O'Shea, executive direc
tor of the Alameda County Republican
Party said.

California is one of nine states with
a two-year probationary period. Thirtythree states have a three-year period and
two states have a five-year period.
Opponents said this is not the time to
deter new and prospective teachers—a
third of California's teachers will reach
retirement age over the next 10 years,
according to the Center for the Future
of Teaching and Learning.
However, proposition supporters do
not expect a longer probationary period
to discourage teachers from entering

"It would be nice
to light a fire under
the complacency of
some teachers who
are just riding it out
until retirement."
the profession because they should be
motivated by reasons other than job
security.
"I don't think that the tenure piece is
what teachers get into this for," O'Shea
said.
Proposition 74 would also change the
dismissal process for tenured teachers.
Currently, teachers receive a 30-day
advance notice of intent, the possibility
of a formal administrative hearing and
a 90-day period during which they can
improve their performance.
If Proposition 74 passes, tenured

teachers could be fired after two unsat
isfactory performance evaluations, no
improvement period and less explicit
reasons for dismissal.
Dr. Susan Barkdoll, a third grade
teacher in San Bernardino for 17 years,
said the measure would help weed
out tenured teachers with poor perfor
mance.
"It would be nice to light a fire under
the complacency of some teachers who
are just riding it out until retirement,"
she said.
Nancy Riddle, president of the
Berkeley Unified School District Board
of Education, said a shortened dismissal
procedure would not greatly affect the
district because most struggling teachers
retire or resign on their own before ever
completing the dismissal process.
"Of course you are going to run into
teachers who perhaps shouldn't be
teachers," Karen Hemphill, whose two
children attend Berkeley schools said.
"There are processes in place to deal
with those teachers and mostly those
processes work really well."
However, school administrators are
concerned that prolonging the proba
tionary period would just extend the
time it takes to evaluate or fire a strug
gling teacher.
"It may lower our teaching standards
because it would prolong the admin
istration's responsibility to document
and remove the ineffective," Michele
Lawrence, superintendent of Berkeley
Unified School District said.

LlVf IN
SOUTH MISSION

District and union officials, school
board members and parents agreed that
although discussing professional qual
ity is important, the proposition does
not address other issues like lowering
class sizes, more mentoring and better
resources.
"Teachers are the most important
factor of student achievement. If you
are really serious, you invest in training
programs, rather than ways to punish
them," Riddle said.
Cathy Campbell, vice president of the
Berkeley Federation of Teachers, said
overall teacher quality has improved
over the last ten years because of higher
standards for certification, increasingly
difficult tests and additional required
classes for teachers to update their
credentials.
"There is absolutely no evidence that
this (proposition) will improve teacher
performance or student achievement,"
Campbell said.
The cost of implementing Proposition
74 is unclear. Riddle said the measure
would be an unfunded state mandate
calling for school districts to perform
more evaluations, and therefore hire
more administrators. On the other hand,
salary costs could be reduced if more
failing teachers are dismissed.
With the election drawing near an
Oct. 3 poll shows that, 55 percent of
voters support the measure and 44 per
cent oppose it, according to SurveyUSA
which conducted the poll that was spon
sored by four television stations.
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It's easy to walk into a mainstream costume
store and be dazzled by the array of costumes
and accessories they carry. Taking just one look
at carefully printed pictures of the costumes
plastered conveniently on the wall of these shops
can lead you down a comfortable path towards
costume ownership. But, consider taking a more
satisfying journey this Halloween—a journey to
alternative costume retailers.
Pacific Beach has recently become a Hallow
een mecca of sorts—this time of year, anyone
would be lucky to walk a block down Garnet
without seeing an orange and black sign that
says: "Halloween Costumes" pointing one way
or another towards a store or hanging from the
top of a store's front door. Many normal shops
have recently been transformed into palaces of
Halloween garb.
The United Cerebral Palsy Thrift Store has
stocked a surprising array of wigs this time of
year— many that were unique in shape or color.
Their hippie wig is a large afro donning daisies
through it's bulbous heft and their Raggity Andy
wig is nothing less than a stark white sailor cap
complete with red yam pieces dangling from
its tips, mimicking the beloved doll's charming
hair. They also carried some unusual masks.
Both a golden metallic sun and silver metallic
moon were features of their collection, as well
as several with feathers and sequins.
They carried many hats —witch, princess
and bonnets—a few kinds of wings—fairy
and angel—and a wide array of various acces
sories—sunglasses, Mardi Gras beads, broom
sticks, crowns, and wands to name a few. This
store is a good place to accessorize your look
once you have picked out a costume.
Actual complete
costumes
were

ousr

difficult to find in this
store; many were mixed in
with their normal store of
ferings—on racks where you
would find a formal dress you
would also find adult feeted
pajamas (which, we assumed,
were meant as a costume and
not to be worn normally).
However, if you have an
idea for an original costume,
this may be the place to find
the pieces to pull it together.
We created an original "bin
go lady" costume out of a
sequined jacket, fanny pack,
disheveled curly wig, gold
hat and oversized sunglasses.
The jacket was the most expensive piece of
this costume at $14.95, but it was well worth
the cost.
The UCPThrift Store was the least expensive
we visited and it is a charitable organization,
so what money is spent there goes to a good
cause.
The Buff was expensive and crowded,
but they had one of the largest selections of
unique costume ideas. Their variety of wigs
was extensive and included multiple colors
in each style. They even had a "surfer dude"
wig. Many of their costumes were elaborate
and innovative. Their masks were the most
impressive. Kept in a glass shelf at the store,
these specialty masks resemble something
out of "Eyes Wide Shut" in rich red, gold and
silver hues.
The Buffalo Exchange was the location of
our strangest find—a sequined thong with
bead tassels. Their costumes ranged widely,
but most

S3

were inexpensive. That fancy thong was only $7
Some of their costumes had a cutesy mainstream
feel—a his and her matching newspaper classi
fied, the man's read: "man seeking woman," the
woman's read: "woman seeking man." Others were
over-the-top and completely unusual; we found
a men's outfit that looked like a cross between
a matador and a king—a white suit and boots
covered in multi-colored beads and sequins.
In addition, they carried some unusual acces
sories—a luchador, or Mexican wrestler, mask
was one of the highlights. Buffalo Exchange
is a middle of the road option for people who
want a great costume but may or may not want
the price tag that comes with it.
Lacy's on the other hand, offered a smaller
selection of costumes for a larger price, but
they were worth it. They had very good
options for girls and some for more adventurous
guys. Many of their female offerings were sexier
examples of typical women's costumes, such as
wonder woman, fairies and little bo-peep. The
most notable of these was a campfire girl costume
composed of a short shirt donning more adult
themed patches and a little skirt.
One of the most outrageous male costumes was
a beauty queen dress complete with a sash and
luxurious gold cursive letters. The dress was
made of foam and would give any guy a curvy
female look. Their costumes are expensive,
but showcased good ideas and quality.
A journey to Garnet Avenue in Pacific Beach in
search of the perfect costume will not disappoint.
Any of the stores mentioned can produce in
novative ways to win costume contests
or simply wow guests at a Halloween
party. Take a look at what mainstream
stores have to offer and then head to
PB to begin a costume adventure not
to be forgotten.
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"North Country" fights injustice
ALFONSO MAGANA
STAFF WRITER

All it takes for a crowd to
be heard is the voice of one
person. In "North Country" that
voice belongs to Josey Aimes
(Charlize Theron), a single
mother turned miner who only
wants to put food on the table
for her kids and make an hon
est living.
She, along with the other
women who are working in
the mines of Minnesota, is re
sented by the male employees.
They make lewd jokes, grab
them and do things that are so
disgusting level that they are
almost inhumane.
But, when Josey decides it
is time to take a stand, all the
women back down and refuse
to support her. Her father, who
also works in the mine, does not
want her there to begin with and
her son even starts to believe
that the rumors his mother is a
whore are true.
No one wants to help Josey
except Bill White (Woody Harrelson), a local lawyer recently
returned from his stay in New
York. He believes in Josey and
wants to file a class action suit
against the company.
All Josey has to do is con
vince three other women to file
the suit with her, which seems
nearly impossible since none of
the women want to deal with
the possible repercussions.
The film is based on the

true-life story of Lois Jensen,
who in 1975 filed a class action
sexual harassment suit against
Eveleth Mines. Nearly the same
problems that Jensen and her
female co-workers faced occur
in the film.
Niki Caro, acclaimed direc
tor of 2003's surprise summer
hit "Whale Rider," delivers a
marvelous follow-up to her
directorial debut. Despite the
fact that the film is based on the
lives of the people of northern
Minnesota, the scope of the
film seems very epic.
Along with Oscar-winning
cinematographer Chris Menges, Caro stays true to the tale
of these women and men by
filming the entire movie in
Minnesota.
Theron, who signed on to
"North Country" weeks before
she claimed her Best Actress
Oscar for her chilling perfor
mance in "Monster," gives
what could be another Oscarworthy performance.
She proves her acting range
in the film by doing an astound
ing job in big, loud scenes,
such as when everyone in town
accuses her of sleeping with
a co-worker and in the small
scenes as well.
Toward the end of the film,
Theron shares a beautiful scene
with her son on the porch of
their house.
Tender, strong and compas
sionate, Josey is a woman who
wants to be an example for her

WARNER BROTHERS

In director Nicki Caro's follow-up to her acclaimed summer hit "Whale Rider," "North Country" fol
lows Josey Aimes (Charlize Theron) through her struggle with injustice in the mines of Minnesota.
Glory, Josey's best friend (Frances McDormand) is hesistant to help Josey in her crusade.

children and Theron nails the
role once again.
Making an impact in sup
porting roles are Frances Mc
Dormand as Josey's best friend
Glory, and Richard Jenkins as
Josey's headstrong father.
McDormand once again
dons the infamous Minnesota
accent that got her an Oscar
for "Fargo," only this time she
is no longer the happy mother
stopping criminals.
She has been working in the
mines far longer than Josey
and has put up with all the in-

decencies the guys have dealt,
She is reluctant to follow Josey
in trying to put an end to the
harassment.
Sean Bean of "The Lord
of the Rings" plays her duti
ful husband who is right there
beside her. Although he has a
small role, Bean gives a strong
performance.
Jenkins, whose most famous
role is that of the dead father on
HBO's "Six Feet Under," gives
what could easily be the best
performance of the film.
Josey's father is completely

against having her work at the
mines but he knows he cannot
stop his daughter from continu
ing. However, when he sees
first-hand how the workers he
used to call friends treat his
daughter, he finally takes a
stand too.
"North Country" is not an
easy film to enjoy as it deals
with serious issues in the work
place. But the film succeeds
in presenting a clear picture
of fighting injustice. For that,
Niki Caro and Charlize Theron
should be applauded.

"From Under the Cork Tree" goes platinum
MEGAN MCCREARY
STAFF WRITER

In a sea of alternative punkpop bands one has definitely
made a name for itself in the
past year. Fall Out Boy has
grown from a small Chicago
band to a nationwide sensa
tion.
Their infectious lyrics and
energetic sound make them a
perfect choice for any alterna
tive rock listener.
After their sophomore re
lease, "From Under the Cork
Tree," they have been on tour
non-stop.
Fall Out Boy, which is com
posed of Peter Wentz (bassist),
Patrick Stump (lead vocal
ist/guitarist), Joe Trohman
(guitarist) and Andy Hurley
(drummer), grew out of the
Chicago hard-core scene.
They wanted to create a
band that was not as "nega

tive" as what was going on
at the time by blending their "...too many of
tastes in music from bands like
these bands are
Lifetime, Green Day, The De
scendants and Kid Dynamite. just celebrities,
Stump listens to soul and and they forget
hip-hop, while his bandmates about being peo
listen to pop-rock, indie, un ple. I think we're
derground rock and metal.
"There are a few points people who for
across the board where the get about being
four of us meet," Stump said.
celebrities."
"It was mainly just for fun,
and kids started coming to was kind of recorded as a
shows and we were kind of bunch of demos," Stump said.
surprised by it," Stump said.
"It was recorded at differ
Fall Out Boy gained a loyal ent times over the span of a
fan base after the release of year."
their debut album,"Take This
With "Under the Cork Tree,"
to Your Grave."
the band became more serious
Although "Take This to about the recording process.
Your Grave" was critically They took two months to
acclaimed and increased the write, arrange and record the
band's popularity, to Fall Out music and make it feel like an
Boy it didn't feel like a "real" album, although, ironically
album.
that is not what happened.
'"Take This to Your Grave'
"The funny thing is that I

feel like this one is more of a
collection of songs than it is
an album. I think that 'Take
This to Your Grave' was more
a statement, like one album.
In this one the songs are bet
ter, but it doesn't feel like an
album," Stump said.
Still, Stump and the rest of
Fall Out Boy are happy with
the results. Since they released
it in May 2005, "Under the
Cork Tree" has gone platinum
and won them an MTV Music
Award.
"Success to us isn't playing
to as many people, or having
this many records sold, or any
of that stuff. It's kind of just
being happy with where you
are," Stump said.
As a band, Fall Out Boy
loves music, and makes it clear
that they are different than
other bands out there today.
To them, some bands exhib
it "lame" behavior, and they

are not one of those bands.
"It kind of gets to a point
where it's about how tight
your pants are, and the style
of tie you're wearing, and
who you're making out with
than it does about the music,"
Stump said.
Fall Out Boy likes to remain
down-to-earth.
"We're just four totally
normal dudes. A couple of
us should be in college right
now. Instead we're doing this
crazy band thing," Stump said.
"That's probably the biggest
thing that separates us—that
too many of these bands are
just celebrities, and they forget
about being people. I think
we're people who forget about
being celebrities."
Fall Out Boy will be per
forming at The Wiltem LG in
Los Angeles on Oct. 27 and at
the UCI Bren Events Center in
Irvine on Oct. 31.
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Fanning dares to dream big in latest horse flick
ASHLEY MCLEAN
STAFF WRITER
Though "Dreamer" is inspired by a
true story, it seems like it was inspired
by one of the many generic horse
movies—think "Seabiscuit," "National
Velvet" and "The Horse Whisperer"
all rolled into one. Although this story
has been told many times before, direc
tor John Gatins shows the audience a
heartwarming story of dreaming big
that doesn't get old.
Cale Crane (Dakota Fanning) had
always fancied owning a horse on her
family's farm. Her wish comes true one
night when her father, Ben (Kurt Rus
sell), saves a horse with a broken leg
from being put down.
The horse, Sonador, which means
"dreamy" in Spanish, is acquired
through a deal that Ben makes after be
ing fired by Palmer (David Morse).
Sonador is taken back to the old
stable and Cale immediately bonds with
her by sneaking out through her window
and feeding the horse a popsicle.
Sonador and Cale bond, and the en
tire family is brought together by their
interaction with the horse.
Ben's father (Kris Kristofferson),
who hasn't spoken to Ben in months
because Ben sold most of their farm,
starts speaking to him again and helps
heal Sonador.
But after a horse breaks its leg, there

is a slim chance it will ever walk again,
and after learning of Sonador's infertil
ity, the family wonders what they will
do with a useless horse. After Sonador
mends, however, the horse not only
stands but gallops across the field with
Cale on his back.
From there, their dreams begin to
take off as Cale believes that Sonador
can win a competitive race against
Palmer's racehorse.
Throughout the film there are numer
ous scenery shots showing the beauty of
Lexington, Kentucky. The angles used
to show this lush American countryside
are spectacular. During the horse races,
the placement of the camera gives the
scene excitement and adrenaline.
The exploration of minor characters
and their lives also helps to make the
film realistic.
Cale's mother (Elisabeth Shue)
pulls together and works extra shifts
in a diner to keep the family together
financially. Ben's employees, — a
trainer named Balon (Luis Guzman)
and a jockey named Manolin (Freddy
Rodriguez), — add humor and heart to
the film when they help mend Sonador
and become part of the Crane family.
But the real performance of the
movie comes from an actress who's
not even a teenager yet. Fanning, who
was also in "I Am Sam," "War of the
Worlds" and "Uptown Girls," proves
that she can handle any acting style.

DREAMWORKS
Cale Crane (Dakota Fanning) cares for the horse she always dreamed of owning in
her new film, "Dreamer."

The last half of the film is where
Fanning truly shines. The admiration
she has for her father and her ability to
connect with Sonador are moving.
"Dreamer" was based on a true story
about a horse named Mariah's Storm
who broke her left front leg while rac
ing in the 1993 Alcibiades Stakes. In
1995 she came back to win the Breed
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ers' Cup.
Ultimately, "Dreamer" is a family
movie. The film is the story of an under
dog who makes an amazing comeback,
and a little girl who believes in the heal
ing power of friendship.
"Dreamer" is worth seeing because
of its strong acting, gorgeous scenery
and moving true story.
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3x3 hoops: win or go home The Fitness Guru
JOEY DONNELLY

STAFF WRITER
After five weeks, some for
feits, some close games, a few
blowouts, quite a few fouls,
and even a tussle here and
there, Men's 3x3 basketball is
headed into the playoffs. It is
now win or go home, and no
one wants to go home without
a fight.
The A league is lead by two
undefeated teams. The ever
present Sticky Wolves (4-0)
have come out guns a blazin'
with excellent play coming
from Andy Richards. If he can
play as big and brassy as his
mouth, then maybe captain Jeff
Haviken's dreams of champion
status will soon be attained.
They await the winner of a
game that pits The Champions
of Rockaway (3-2), a team
known more for its football
prowess, against The Scrubs
(3-2) who have had several
close games and could be a big
time sleeper pick.
The other undefeated team
is the powerful Rounders (5-0)
whose amazing inside-outside
game reminds those of us who
have been around a while of
Matt Delzell and Jason Keep
(who led the Toreros to the
NCAA tournament way back
in 2003).
They will square off against
the victor in the Delta Tau
Delta (2-3) and Yows (2-3) in a
play-in match. Hopefully Yows
will be able to make this game
time and not have to go home
early due to a forfeit or as they
like to say, "But our schedule
said our game was at 8!"

Red Robin (4-1) is a brand
new squad that has been mak
ing an impact and a name for
themselves these past weeks.
With their only loss coming
to the number one seeded
Rounders in the last week of
the regular season, they hope
to fly past the competition and
into championship gold.
They'll have to take down
the staggering Law School
(3-2) team which got off to
a fast start but suffered two
critical losses to end the season.
Hopefully they can find a way
to hold their losing streak in
contempt and be found guilty
of being too damn good.
Rounding out the A league
are the artists formerly known
as Rollin' on Dubs, Let's Go
(3-2) and the freshmen pow
erhouse Purple Penguins (23). With the addition of Max
Mizono to Let's Go (the team
that has ruled the intramural
basketball world in the recent
past), I see no reason why they
shouldn't leave the Purple Pen
guins feeling blue on their long
walk back to the dorms. Maybe
next year the frosh will be able
to hang.
The B league may not be as
flashy, athletic, or good, but
the competition is so intense
that we are contemplating
producing a video, "B League
Bombers Gone Wild." It
might make a nice companion
to one of those spring break
videos I've heard about.
Number one seed Team Zisson (5-0) will put their hopes
and dreams on the line against
the Celtics (0-4) to start off
the brackets. The only way the

Celtics have a chance to win
is if they can get Bird, Rus
sell, McHale, and even Danny
Ainge to come out of retire
ment for one night only.
On the opposite side of the
bracket we have the Rainbow
Warriors (3-1) taking on Next
Please (2-2). The Warriors are
an extreme three-point threat
with players such as Cameron
Dahl and Joey Smits pulling
up from approximately 90
feet and scoring consistently.
Next Please will have to come
ready to play or else they will
be saying, "Next Please," at the
McDonalds drive thru while
the championship game is go
ing on.
In other action, the creative
ly named Dirty (4-0) will try to
fend off the showtime offense
of the Saber Tooth Tigers (14). Dirty has been unstoppable
lately and show no signs of
slowing down. In order to keep
their dreams alive the Tigers
better start winning like the
Harlem Globetrotters and not
just playing like them.
Closing out the bracket is a
team from Sig Ep (1-3) taking
on the dominating transfers
from the A league, Hug It Out
(3-1). Sig Ep may need their
entire entourage to take down
the Ari Gold inspired play
of Ian Fidler and Brandon
Sherick-Odom, no relation to
Lamar, or just another Peja-like
game from Jake Vladmirov.
That's the picture the teams
have painted. Skip this week's
episode of "Lost" and come
watch to see which teams can
stand the playoff pressure and
which teams are goin' fishin'.

Fitness, health, and well-being on campus
DAVID FREEMAN

ASST. FITNESS DIRECTOR

Look, up in the sky! It's
a flying frontal lobe! No, it's
SUPERBRAIN! Faster than a
speeding law student! Able to
leap mental obstacles, hackers
and computer geeks in a single
bound! Disguised as Clark Cra
nium, SUPERBRAIN fights the
never ending battle for truth,
mindfulness, free thinking, and
the intellectual way.
The following advice will
boost your brainpower and guar
antee greater study results during
the remainder of the semester.
How? Nutrition, proper aerobic
breath conditioning and mind
exercises.
High protein, low-carb diets
facilitate greater brain power.
When you put protein in your
biosystem more of the amino
acid Tyrosine enters your brain.
Tyrosine is converted by the
body into dopamine and nor
epinephrine, better known as
"alertness chemicals."
You'll think more quickly and
react faster to stimuli. You'll also
feel more attentive, motivated,
energized and alive. High pro
tein foods containing very little
fat and almost no carbs are: fish,
shellfish, chicken, veal, very lean
beef and soy in any form, such
as soy milk or tofu. Also, fish
oil itself is thought of as a brain
enhancer.
On the "herb" and supple
ment side, ginko and caffeine are
the best stimulants for "thinking
people." They both increase
blood flow and therefore send
more oxygen to the brain. Even

big problems seem more man
ageable because of the increased
brain power brought on by these
two "additives," both of which
should be used in moderation.
Mind exercises? Crossword
puzzles, word jumbles, some
(but not all) computer games, and
daily writing stimulate the mind.
Educational television can also
open thought processes. A good
conversation with an intellectual
friend is one of the best sources
of "mental" stimulation. Then,
of course, body/mind classes like
Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi, fencing,
and golf can open a brain if ap
proached mindfully.
Namaste
David Freeman
Note:
Personal trainers and DropIn Fitness Classes are still open
and available to those of you
who would like to attend. Email
fitnessguru@sandiego.edu or
call 619-260-8849 (ext. 2) for
more detail or to sign up! Also,
Pilates students who want to
move forward, we are offering
Pilates Level 2: Pilates Resis
tance Training next semester.
And, yes, you can take it for
credit.

Marmes dominate family golf tournament

DAN MULVILLE

RECREATION EDITOR

It wasn't your typical gor
geous San Diego fall afternoon
last Friday. In fact, it was one
of the worst days we've seen
this semester, with dreary skies
and temperatures falling to
wards what most San Diegans
consider cold. It was a good
day to see a movie, or perhaps
read a book, but golfers are a
different breed. They don't care
about a little fog or chill swirl
ing through the course. They
just want to have their game of
golf. So it was no surprise when .
56 members of the USD com
munity showed up on Friday
for the Intramural 2x2 Fall Golf
Scramble.
Run as a part of Family
Weekend, the field included
over 30 parents and siblings of

with his dad (playing another ball
in the scramble
format), to post a
6-under 52, which
captured second
place. Their ef
forts earned them
gift certificates
for free rounds of
golf at Pala Mesa
resort and Teco
lote Canyon Golf
DAN MULVILLE
Course.
Freshman Mero Marme (left) teamed with his brother Kyle (center) and father
But the shot
Tim (right) to sweep first and second place in Friday's intramural golf tournaof the day didn't
USD students. As they all gath fierce, and the teams looked to belong to any of the leaders.
It came from freshman Nate
ered for an informal pre-tourna- shoot low scores.
The
big
story
was
written
by
Urbassik, who aced the 163
ment meal at Tecolote Canyon
golf course. The vibe was very the Marme family, including yard 12th hole. Nate also won
relaxed, as most of the families freshman Mero, his brother closest to the pin honors on the
looked forward to some qual Kyle, and their dad Tim. Mero first hole, so he had quite a day
ity time together. Even though and Kyle won the tourna despite his overall score of 68
enjoying the afternoon was the ment by shooting a 9-under (10 over par), which put him
main goal, the competition was par 49. Mero also teamed and his father in 14th place.

Top Ten
Team Scores:
Tecolote Canyon (par 58)

Marme (Mero/Kyle) 49
Marme (Mero/Tim) 52
Divello/Wolfe
54
Madar
54 •
Woodbury
54
Hopstetter
55
Page
55
Petit
56
Boylan/Dean
57
Tuch
59
Levine
61
CONTEST WINNERS:

Long Drive: Mero Marme
(295 yards, uphill)
Closest to pin #1 (105 yds):
Nate Urbassik- SW; 3 feet
Closest to pin #18
(109yds)Dan Wolfe SW; 2
feet
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Game of
the week

The Eagles responded to the Char
gers' 17 unanswered points with Todd
France's second field goal to pull within
four points.
However, the Chargers were still in
good shape when Kaeding attempted a
field goal with less than three minutes
left in the fourth quarter. Unfortunately
for the San Diego faithful, Eagles re
serve safety Quintin Mikell blocked the
try. Even more unfortunate, comerback
Matt Ware scooped up the loose ball
and took it 65 yards to the house, giv
PETER BYRNE
record.
ing Philadelphia a 20-17 lead with only
STAFF WRITER
The touchdown was also Owens' one 2:25 to play.
hundredth career touchdown reception,
The Chargers had another chance,
San Diego Chargers' head coach Mar making him the second fastest player to driving to the Eagles' 19-yard line, but
ty Schottenheimer must have dropped reach the milestone (the first being ex- wide receiver Reche Caldwell coughed
a mirror after seeing a black cat walk teammate Jerry Rice).
the ball up and Eagles defensive tackle
under a ladder some time during this
Unable to manage the clock before Darwin Walker recovered it to seal the
off-season.
halftime, the Eagles only took that 7-0 Eagles victory.
The defending AFC West division lead into halftime. The big story of the
For the Chargers (3-4) it was a dis
champions have outscored their oppo half was the Eagle defense, which held appointing loss in a game they should
nents 193-146 this season but had only MVP candidate LaDainian Tomlinson to have won. Had they been able to beat the
a 3-3 record to show for it going into this negative mshing yards.
Eagles, they would have defeated both
Sunday's action. Their average margin
The second half did not treat the participants of last year's Super Bowl.
of victory is 19.7, while their average Chargers' star running back any better, as Instead, San Diego will return home
margin of defeat is three.
LT finished the game with a career-low looking to get back to .500 when to take
San Diego's hard-luck season got seven mshing yards and snapped his NFL on divisional foe Kansas City Sunday.
worse Sunday, as the reigning NFC record-tying streak of 18 straight games
The Eagles (4-2) kept pace in a strong
Champion Philadelphia Eagles beat them with a touchdown. Tomlinson became NFC East with the narrow home victory.
20-17 at Philadelphia's Lincoln Financial only the second player in NFL history Philadelphia has still never lost under
Field in the game of the week.
to gain over 140 yards one week and be head coach Andy Reid following a bye
week, 7-0 during Reid's campaign. They
The game was scoreless until the held to under 10 the next.
will take on the Denver Broncos next
Despite
Tomlinson's
lack
of
produc
second quarter when Eagles quarterback
Donovan McNabb connected with wide tion, quarterback Drew Brees helped the week in a match-up of the NFL's elite.
The Chargers hope that in a game of
receiver Terrell Owens on a four-yard Chargers to take a 14-10 with touchdown
touchdown pass. It was Owens's fifth passes to both wide receiver Keenan inches, Quintin Mikell's fingertips didn't
touchdown in six games this season, McCardell and tight end Antonio Gates. derail their season, and the Eagles will try
signaling that he and McNabb have A little while later, Bolts' kicker Nate to use their comeback victory as a con
been able to put their personal differ Kaeding put the Chargers on top 17-10 fidence booster for a team that has more
problem areas than in years past.
ences aside to help Philly to a winning with under 10 minutes to play.

Chargers' bad luck continues in Philly

MARCONI'S
QUESTIONS
Every week, without fail, Managing
Editor Gina Marconi asks questions
while proofreading articles in the
Sports and Recreation sections. The
Vista thought it would be helpful for
other sports-illiterate students if we
answered her questions here.
In the Torero football article, what
is a "three and out?"
In football, a three and out is
when a team fails to make a first
down in three plays to open a drive,
and is forced to punt the ball to the
opposing team.
The NFL Game of the week ar
ticle mentioned that LaDanian
Tomlinson's streak of 18 straight
games with a touchdown tied an
NFL record. Who did he tie?
Lenny Moore, legendary wide
receiver for the Baltimore Colts,
originally set the record of 18 games
in a row with a TD from 1963-1965,
which LT tied at Oakland two weeks
ago.
What is a "sleeper pick", as men
tioned in the 3x3 hoops article?
A sleeper pick refers to a team
that has the potential to perform
well, but that is expected to be me
diocre based on past play.

TORERO HEN'S SOCCER
FRIDAY • 8PH VS. PORTLAND
SUNDAY • 1PH VS. C0NZACA
# 1 8 VOLLEYBALL
FRIDAY • 7PM VS LMU
SATURDAY • 7 I'M VS
ALL GAMES IN JENNY CRAI
•ALL HOME"SgjcER GAMES PLAYED IN TORERO STADIUM
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Football outruns Drake under the lights
Toreros defeat Bulldogs 31-26 in key Pioneer Football League showdown
ANTHONY GENTILE
S PORTS E DITOR
Big games have come in pairs for To
rero football this season. In September,
USD faced Ivy League foes Yale and
Princeton in consecutive weeks, beating
the Bulldogs in a historic win, but fall
ing to the Tigers. One month later, the
Toreros downed Pioneer Football League
rival and previously unbeaten Dayton
48-24 on the road. True to form, USD
returned home Saturday to face another
tough opponent, the Drake Bulldogs.
The start of the contest looked familiar
to Torero fans. Following a Drake three
and out on the game's opening posses
sion, USD opened the scoring with an
11-play, 75-yard touchdown drive. The
march was capped off with a one-yard
keeper from quarterback Josh Johnson,
putting the Toreros up 7-0 early.
A long return by the Bulldogs on the
ensuing kickoflf started their second drive
of the game at their own 40-yard line.
Although the Torero defense dodged
a bullet when a Drake touchdown run
was called back on a holding penalty,
the Bulldogs would capitalize on the
favorable field position. Their response
came four plays later in the form of a 45yard field goal, cutting in to the Torero
lead with four minutes remaining in the
opening quarter.
After the ensuing USD drive fizzled,
Drake showed the Toreros that they in
deed came ready to challenge the top dog
in the PFL North division. The Bulldogs
marched down the field and took their
first lead of the game on a seven-yard
quarterback draw with 13 seconds re
maining in the opening stanza.
Although the offenses starred in
the first quarter, it was the defensive
squads for both teams that set the tone
in a physical, scoreless conclusion to the
first half. The Toreros had the only good
scoring chances in the quarter, but both a
blocked Hutch Parker 43-yard field goal
attempt with five minutes remaining and
an interception by Johnson to thwart a
last-minute drive preserved the Bulldogs'
three point lead heading into the half.
San Diego made up that small margin
quickly, opening the third quarter with a
13-play drive that resulted in a 36-yard
field goal from Parker. Johnson complet

Week in
Review
A quick recap of Torero action
Volleyball
The weekend started off roughly
for USD, as they fell in five games
to Saint Mary's College in Moraga.
After losing the first two games of
the match, the Toreros rebounded to
force a fifth game.
Unfortunately, San Diego fell 156 in the decisive game. In the loss,
libero Jackie Bernardin recorded 38
digs, a Torero single-match record,

JANSEN

Torero offensive lineman Zach May thanks a fan in the Shocker Pit following USD's
win over Drake.

ed his first five passes on the drive that
spanned over five and a half minutes.
The game did not stay tied at 10 for
long, however, as Drake got a home run
play on their next possession, a 64-yard
touchdown run from running back Scott
Phaydavong to put the Bulldogs up by
seven. The star of the Bulldog offense
accounted for all of their 77 yards on the
three-play drive.
Not wanting to fall more than one
score behind, the Toreros needed to
respond on the following drive. Thanks
to tough running from both Johnson and

Rogan, the offense marched 73 yards in
nine plays for a game-tying touchdown.
The score came on a third down, as John
son stepped back and hit wide receiver
Nick Garton on a quick out pattern.
On the first play of their ensuing drive,
USD cornerback Josh Brisco picked
off a Bulldog pass, giving the ball back
to the Toreros on their opponent's 26yard line. With a first and goal on the
Bulldogs' one-yard line, three rushing
attempts fell short. Facing fourth down,
head coach Jim Harbaugh put his faith
in the offensive unit.

and the senior was one of four players
with double-digit digs in the difficult
defeat.
Following that tough five-game loss,
the Toreros defeated San Francisco in
four games at the Dons' War Memo
rial Gym Saturday night. Middle hitter
Christie Dawson had a match-high 27
kills, and outside hitter Erin Wiskar also
finished in double-digits with 14. Setter
Lindsey Sherburne recorded 58 assists
and 11 digs, and Bemardin turned in
another great effort with 26 digs in the
victory.
The win in northern California Satur
day improved San Diego to 15-4 overall,
and 4-3 in West Coast Conference play.
The Toreros are ranked 20th in the most
recent CSTV/AVCA Top 25 Coaches
Poll, and close out conference play with

five of their next seven matches at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion starting this Friday
night against Loyola Marymount.
Men's Soccer
USD dropped a pair of home contests
over the weekend to fall to 6-4-3 overall,
and 2-3-1 in the WCC.
Friday night, the Toreros fell in a
heartbreaker to Saint Mary's 2-1. USD
lost on a goal in the 86th minute despite
outshooting their opponent 22-9 and
getting a goal from forward Michael
Caso.
Three days later, the Toreros had their
four-game winning streak against SDSU
snapped, losing the city championship
1-0 in a hard-fought match at Torero
Stadium. Goalkeeper Lance Friesz had
two saves in the loss.

Johnson rewarded his coach's con
fidence with a toss to a wide-open Wes
Doyle for the one-yard score. The only
pass of the eight-play drive swung the
momentum in the Toreros' favor.
Drake, however, returned the ensuing
kickoff to the Torero 49-yard line, putting
the Bulldogs in great field position. After
a 32-yard Phaydavong run put Drake in
the red zone, the Torero defense dug in,
and the following five plays resulted in
negative five yards. This stand forced
Drake to settle for a field goal, and kept
USD in the lead, 24-20.
On the following Torero drive, Rogan
ripped off two long runs, including a 38yard scamper to the Bulldogs' one-yard
line. Following a timeout, Johnson threw
his third touchdown pass of the game, a
one-yard strike to senior tight end Matt
Roller in the back of the endzone.
Characteristic of the back and forth
game, the Bulldogs crept closer with a
meticulous 10-play, 66-yard drive that
resulted in a Phaydavong nine-yard
scamper for six. Down by five with
just over five minutes to play, Drake at
tempted a two-point conversion, but was
unsuccessful thanks to a great stop by
defensive back Chase McBride.
With over five minutes remaining, the
Toreros ran out the clock with relative
ease. With short passes from Johnson, as
well as a steady ground attack, San Diego
made four first downs on the game's final
drive. USD prevailed 31-26, avenging a
seven-point loss to the Bulldogs last year
in Des Moines.
The Toreros advanced to 7-1 overall,
3-0 in PFL action with the five-point
victory, maintaining their top ranking in
each of the three I-AA mid-major polls.
Johnson had another great game, fin
ishing 26 of 32 for 240 yards and three
touchdowns and running for 90 yards
and a touchdown on 12 carries. In addi
tion, Rogan was very versatile, rushing
for 184 yards on 31 carries and catching
nine passes for 92 yards, team-highs in
both categories.
Traveling to Indiana this weekend,
Torero football needs only to beat Val
paraiso (2-6, 1 -1) on the road to capture
the PFL North championship. With the
way Torero football has played in league
contests, dropping the Crusaders should
be no problem.
Women's Soccer
After losing consecutive West
Coast Conference matches in the
pacific northwest to Gonzaga and
Portland over the weekend, USD fell
to 1-4 in conference matches. Despite
this, San Diego rebounded with a 3-0
win at Portland State Monday.
Forward Michelle Rowe scored two
goals and forward Kristin Carter had
a goal and an assist in the win over
the Vikings. San Diego goalkeepers
Brittany Cameron and Karen Cook
combined for six saves in the shutout
victory that improved the team's re
cord to 5-11-1 overall.

